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Introduction
This is the gold standard of amateur sites. For decades Hustler Magazine has been printing the snapshots
sent in by the horny girls next door in every neighborhood across the entire USA. This site offers the
complete archives... the good, the bad... and the UGLY! You'll smile, you'll laugh and perhaps you'll
even cry as you look through the whole batch.

Adult Review
For those of us old enough to remember smut before the internet took over the industry, sitting in bed looking over a Hustler
magazine brings back plenty of fond memories. In each month's edition was a section devoted to snapshots, mostly Polaroids,
sent in by female subscribers showing what the amateur girl next door really looks like. 
  
  That section of the magazine titled Beaver Hunt was represented in nearly every edition of Hustler Magazine for almost
twenty years. The collection of images compiled within the magazine and the ones that were not fit to print but managed to
be kept on file have become the backbone of the Beaver Hunt website. 
  
  The site offers plenty of Hustler videos that are only available on Hustler's websites or by purchasing them on DvD. In
addition to all that great content are the archives of popshots of one amateur princess after another showing off their beaver
for your viewing pleasure. 
  
  The videos are available in streaming formats, or can be downloaded and saved onto your hard drive for later use, if you
prefer. The videos are offered in a variety of bandwidths making the site both dialup and broadband friendly. Best of all,
these are Hustler videos... all the raunch and filth of the lesser known brands combined with all the finesse and large budgets
of mainstays like Playboy and Vivid. 
  
  If you only join one amateur collection site this month we recommend Beaver Hunt as the logical choice. So many amateurs
from such a vast catalog of images offers such a great degree of variety that you will have literally hundreds of hours of
enjoyment at your fingertips.

Porn Summary
Beaver Hunt is a rare site that delivers on the promise to make the transition from paper to digital. The site maintains all the
gritty feel of the magazine that made it famous and builds on it with all the features and functionality that are now available
in the digital age

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Beaver Hunt represents two decades of amateur archives!'
Quality: 95  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 86
Support: 80 Unique: 90    Taste: 88        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
Busty Beauties (90) ,Hustler (90) ,Hustlers Taboo (87) ,Bossy Milfs (87) ,Anal Hookers (86) ,Asian Fever (86) ,Barely Legal
(85) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive
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